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Abstract
Traffic smoothing is an efficient means to reduce the bandwidth requirement for
transmitting a VBR video. Several traffic smoothing algorithms have been presented to offline
compute the transmission schedule for a prerecorded video [1]-[9]. For live video applications,
Sen et al. [11] present an online algorithm referred to as SLWIN(k) to compute the transmission
schedule on the fly. SLWIN(k) looks ahead W frames to compute the transmission schedule for
the next k frametimes, where kdW. Note that W is upper bounded by the initial delay of the
transmission schedule. The time complexity of SLWIN(k) is O(W*N/k) for an N frame live video.
In this paper, we present an O(N) online traffic smoothing algorithm denoted as ATS (Aggressive
Traffic Smoothing). ATS aggressively works ahead to transmit more data as early as possible for
reducing the peak rate of the bandwidth requirement. We compare the performance of our
algorithm with SLWIN(k) based on several benchmark video clips. Experiments show that ATS
further reduces the bandwidth requirement, especially for interactive applications in which the
initial delays are small.
Keywords: Multimedia Streaming, Online Delivery, Traffic Smoothing, Live Video.
I.

Introduction
A growing number of applications such as digital libraries, newscasts and distance learning

require real-time multimedia to be accessed on networks. For supporting continuous playback,
the client player must render a new frame after one frametime (the period of time between two
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successive frames) has passed. In order to prevent the client player from starvation, the video
server has to transmit the video data into the client buffer before it is going to be rendered.
However, video streams are compressed and often exhibit significant burstiness of frame sizes
(number of bits for each frame) on many time scales due to the encoding frame structure and
their natural variations within and between scenes [13][14]. This burstiness complicates the
design of a multimedia system for high resource utilization, such as network bandwidth and the
client buffer.
For a prerecorded video, the video server has complete knowledge of all the frame sizes.
The video server can use a traffic smoothing algorithm that takes advantage of the knowledge of
upcoming large frames and starts more data transmission in advance of the burst. By working
ahead, traffic smoothing is proved efficient at reducing the bandwidth requirement for VBR
video transmission. In past years, several traffic smoothing algorithms have been presented to
offline compute the transmission schedule [1]-[9].
In live video applications, however, the video server only has limited knowledge of frame
sizes at any one time. Old media data is transmitted, while new media data is generated
simultaneously. In applications like newscasts and distance learning, the clients may be willing
to tolerate a longer playback delay in exchange for a smaller bandwidth requirement. For such
delay tolerable applications, Sen et al. [11] introduce a sliding-window traffic smoothing
algorithm referred to as SLWIN(k) that computes the transmission schedule on the fly. The
constant k is referred to as the slide length. Given an initial delay, SLWIN(k) looks ahead a
window of W frames and uses an offline traffic smoothing algorithm to compute the transmission
schedule for the next k frametimes, where kdW. Note that W is upper bounded by the initial delay.
After k frametimes have passed, k new frames have to be generated, so SLWIN(k) computes the
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next transmission schedule. For an N frame live video, the time complexity of SLWIN(k) is
O(W*N/k). Since the time-consuming SLWIN(1) usually computes the transmission schedule of a
small peak bandwidth requirement, there is a tradeoff between computing costs and performance.
In this paper, we present an O(N) traffic smoothing algorithm called ATS (Aggressive
Traffic Smoothing) that online computes the transmission schedule for live video applications.
ATS uses a funnel with one upper chain and one lower chain to maintain the candidates for the
next transmission schedule. It considers each new frame iteratively and modifies the funnel. If
the two chains of the funnel will cross each other, ATS deterministically generates the
transmission schedule. When no more frame size information is available, ATS heuristically
generates the transmission schedule that works ahead as aggressively as possible without raising
the current peak transmission rate. While the video server executes the transmission schedule,
new frames are generated and after the schedule has finished, ATS computes the next schedule.
Experiment results show that ATS further reduces the peak bandwidth requirement and utilizes
the client buffer more efficiently when the initial delay is small.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A formal definition of the online traffic
smoothing problem for live video is illustrated in Section II. Section III presents our ATS
algorithm and its time complexity proof. Section IV shows the experiment results. Finally, in
section V, we give conclusions.

II. Online Traffic Smoothing for Live Video
For an N frame video V={f0, f1, f2,}, fN-1; Tf}, which uses fi bits to encode the i-th frame and
Tf is the frametime, a continuous playback schedule can be represented as a step function F(t)=Fi
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for i*Tfdt<(i+1)*Tf, where Fi=0 for i<0 and Fi=Fi-1+fi for 0didN-1. At time i*Tf, the client player
will have played Fi-1 bits and will continue playing fi bits in the next frametime. Given a D
frametime playback delay, a video server can transmit media data at rate ri from time i*Tf to
(i+1)*Tf according to a transmission schedule S={r-D, r-D+1, r-D+2,}, rN-2}. The cumulative
transmission function is defined as G(t)=0 for td-D*Tf and G(t)=G(i*Tf)+ri*(t-i*Tf) for
i*Tf<td(i+1)*Tf. To guarantee continuous playback at the client player, S should satisfy F(t)dG(t)
for td(N-1)*Tf. However, the client player usually does not have unlimited buffer space. We
assume the client player provides a B-bit buffer. Therefore, to avoid buffer overrun, S should also
satisfy G(t)dH(t) for td(N-1)*Tf, where H(t)=Fi -1+B for i*Tf<td(i+1)*Tf, as shown in Figure 1.

Without loss of generality, we consider a discrete time model at the granularity of a
frametime. Assuming Tf=1, we simplify the definition of F(t), G(t) and H(t) as follows.

Cumulative playback function:
F(i)=0,

i<0

F(i)=F(i-1)+fi,

0didN-1

Cumulative buffer function:
H(i)=F(i-1)+B,

idN-1

Cumulative transmission function:
G(i)=0,

id-D

G(i)=G(i-1)+ri-1,

-D<idN-1
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As F(N-1) is the total size of the video frames, a traffic smoothing algorithm should not plan
to transmit more than F(N-1) data. For a prerecorded video stream, a traffic smoothing algorithm
knows each frame size and can offline compute the transmission schedule such that
F(i)dG(i)dMin(H(i), F(N-1)) for -DdidN-1.
However, for live video, a traffic smoothing algorithm has limited knowledge of frame sizes
at any one time t+D because frames after the time point t+D have not been generated. The
algorithm knows ft+1, ft+2,}, ft+D and has no idea about ft+D+1, ft+D+2,}, fN-1. Any L (1dLdD)
frametimes

transmission

schedule St={rt, rt+1,}, rt+L-1} is feasible if St satisfies

F(i)dG(i)dMin(H(i), F(t+D)) for t<idt+L, as shown in Figure 2. While the video server executes
St, new frames are generated. After L frametimes have passed and St has therefore finished, L
new frames have been generated. The traffic smoothing algorithm can incorporate new frame
size information to compute the next transmission schedule St+L.

Figure 1: A feasible transmission schedule

Figure 2: Looking ahead in live video

S should satisfy F(t)dG(t)dH(t), where

applications.

G(t) is a function of S.

A.

Hopping-Window Approach
The hopping-window approach is quite simple. In the beginning, the video server waits for
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W (WdD) frames and uses an offline smoothing algorithm to compute the transmission schedule.
After the transmission schedule has finished and W new frames have to be generated, the video
server computes the next schedule.
The hopping-window approach splits the entire live video transmission into several W frame
windows. However, it has drawbacks of smoothing traffic across window boundaries. As shown
in Figure 3(a), since the smoothing algorithm does not know the upcoming of the large frame in
the third window, it computes a low transmission rate in the second window. It is forced to
sharply raise the transmission rate in the third window.
B.

Sliding-Window Approach
To incorporate the new frame size information as early as possible, a sliding-window

approach referred to as SLWIN(k) [11] is introduced. After k (kdW) frametimes have passed,
although the pervious transmission schedule has not yet finished, SLWIN(k) computes a new
schedule. The video server immediately abandons the previous transmission schedule and
executes the new schedule. The constant k is referred to as the slide length.
As shown in Figure 3(b), SLWIN(k) computes a better transmission schedule for the fourth
window than the hopping-window approach. Sen et al. showed that using a smaller slide length,
SLWIN(k) computes a better transmission schedule [11]. However, the total time complexity of
SLWIN(k) is O(W*N/k). There is a tradeoff between computing costs and performance.
C.

Aggressive Workahead Scheme
SLWIN(k) uses an offline smoothing algorithm to compute the smallest bandwidth

requirement for each window independently. However, H(i) is suppressed by F(t+D), as shown
in Figure 2. This local optimum may lower the transmission rate unnecessarily. As shown in
6

Figure 3(b), the transmission rate decreases in the third window and then increases in the fourth
window.
Instead of using the smallest transmission rate, the video server may aggressively works
ahead. As there is less data buffered in the video server, the server can use a lower transmission
rate to transmit the upcoming large frame. As shown in Figure 3(c), if the video server
aggressively uses the transmission rate for the second window to transmit data in the third
window, the bandwidth requirement for the fourth window can be reduced.
To reduce the suppression effect caused by F(i+D), we propose the video server to work
ahead as aggressively as possible without raising the peak transmission rate. Since the
suppression will be looser after a new frame is generated, aggressive workahead lasts for only
one frametime. Experiment results show that aggressive workahead further reduces the peak
bandwidth requirement, especially when the initial delay is small.

Figure 3: (a) The hopping-window algorithm has drawbacks when smoothing traffic across
window boundaries. (b) SLWIN(k) incorporates new frame size information and therefore
computes a better transmission schedule. (c) If the video server transmits video data in the
third window move aggressively, the bandwidth requirement for the fourth window can be
further reduced.
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III. Our Algorithm and Time Complexity Analysis

A.

ATS Algorithm
Like MVBA [1] (the offline smoothing algorithm used by SLWIN(k)), our ATS algorithm

finds the shortest path that comprises of line segments (i.e., periods of a steady transmission rate)
between F(i) and MIN(H(i), F(i+D)). However, if the path is suppressed by F(i+D), ATS
heuristically uses the aggressive workahead scheme to generate the transmission schedule.
As shown in Figure 4(a), from the starting point s=(t, G(t)) of a window, ATS maintains the
candidates for transmission schedules within a convex upper chain U={u0=s, u1, u2,}, um} and a
concave lower chain V={v0=s, v1, v2,}, vn}. u1, u2,}, um are points on the function H and v1,
v2,}, vn are points on the function F. U is convex if and only if 0dm<2 or Rate(ui, ui+1)<Rate(ui+1,
ui+2) for 0di<m-2, where Rate(x, y) is the slope of the line from x to y. V is concave if and only if
0dn<2 or Rate(vi, vi+1)>Rate(vi+1, vi+2) for 0di<n-2. The two chains form a funnel. By triangle
inequality, it is easy to prove that the shortest path is in the funnel.
For t+1dadt+D, ATS iteratively considers unprocessed F(a) and H(a) and modifies the
funnel. ATS first considers to append the point x=(a, F(a)) onto V. ATS may remove some points
from V so that V is still concave. If the resultant V will not cross U, as shown in Figure 4(b), ATS
continues processing H(a). If the resultant V will cross U, as shown in Figure 5(a), ATS
deterministically generates the transmission schedule according to the line segments on U that
are under the dashed line (s, x) and maintains the funnel, as shown in Figure 5(b). By triangle
inequality, we can prove that the path that comprises these line segments is a part of the shortest
path.
If H(a)dF(t+D), ATS then considers to append x'=(a, H(a)) onto U. Similarly, ATS may
8

remove some points from U so that U is still convex. If the resultant U will not cross V, as shown
in Figure 4(c), ATS continues processing the next frame. If the resultant U will cross V, as shown
in Figure 5(c), ATS deterministically generates the transmission schedule according to the line
segments on V that are above the dashed line (s, x') and maintains the funnel, as shown in Figure
5(d). Again, we can prove that the path that comprises these line segments is a part of the shortest
path.
In each window, whenever ATS generates the transmission schedule, it goes to sleep. After
the transmission schedule has finished, new frames have to be generated and ATS will wake up to
compute the schedule for the next window. Note that the length of the transmission schedule is
dynamic. However, saturation may occur if ATS does not decide the transmission schedule after
the (t+D)-th frame is considered, as shown in Figure 5(e). Unlike MVBA, which always generates
the transmission schedule according to V, ATS uses the aggressive workahead scheme to reduce
the suppression effect. It generates the transmission schedule according to the dashed line (s, x''),
where x''=(t+1, G(t)+MAX(MIN(rpeak, rmax), rmin)), rmin and rmax are the minimal and maximal
feasible transmission rates from the point s and rpeak is the current peak transmission rate. Note
that x'' is definitely in the funnel and the length of the transmission schedule is one frametime.
ATS then reconstructs the funnel again by removing some points and adding x'' at the head of V
and U, as shown in Figure 5(f). ATS then goes to sleep. After one frametime has passed, ATS will
wake up to compute the next transmission schedule.
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Figure 4: ATS iteratively considers F(i) and H(i) to maintain the candidates for transmission
schedules in the funnel, i.e. the shadowed area.

Figure 5: ATS generates the transmission schedule and reconstructs the funnel.

Unlike SLWIN(k), which independently computes the transmission schedule for each
window, ATS remembers useful computational results for the next window by the help of a
funnel data structure. Detail description of the funnel maintenance follows.

Appending the point x=(a, F(a)) onto V

As shown in Figure 6(a), along the lower chain V, ATS tries to find a point vi (1didn) from
vn to v1 so that Rate(vi-1, vi)>Rate(vi, x). If such a point is found, ATS removes vi+1,}, vn from V
and adds x to the tail of V. As shown in Figure 6(b), the resultant chain V’={v0,}, vi, x} is
concave. V’ and U maintain the funnel. In this case, ATS does not generate the transmission
schedule. If a point vi is not found, along the upper chain U, as shown in Figure 6(c), ATS tries to
find a point uj (0djdm-1) from u0 to um-1 so that edge ujx will not cross U, i.e. Rate(uj, x)<Rate(uj,
uj+1); otherwise, ATS sets uj=um. As shown in Figure 6(d), ATS replaces V with V’={uj, x}. If j=0,
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V’ and U maintain the funnel and ATS does not generate the transmission schedule. If jz0, ATS
generates the transmission schedule according to the chain {u0,}, uj} and then removes u0,},
uj-1 from U. The resultant chain U’={uj,}, um} remains convex. V’ and U’ maintain the funnel
again.

Appending the point x'=(a, H(a)) onto U

The processing of x' is similar to the processing of x. Thus, we skip this part.

Adding the point x'' at the head of V and U

As shown in Figure 7, along the lower chain V, ATS finds a point vi (0didn-1) from v0 to vn-1
so that Rate(x'', vi+1)>Rate(vi, vi+1) and thus V’={x'', vi, vi+1,}, vn} is concave. ATS removes v0,},
vi-1 from V and adds x'' at the head of V. Along the upper chain U, ATS finds a point uj (0djdm-1)
from u0 to um-1 so that Rate(x'', uj+1)<Rate(uj, uj+1) and thus U’={x'', uj, uj+1,}, um} is convex.
ATS removes u0,}, uj-1 from U and adds x'' at the head of U. U’ and V’ maintain the funnel.
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Figure 6: Processing x. The figure is skewed for better

Figure 7: Processing x''. The

visualization.

figure is skewed for better
visualization.

B.

Complexity Analysis
We assume each edge that is added onto the funnel associates with a counter. The counter is

initialized as zero and increases by one whenever the edge is scanned. The time complexity
analysis of ATS is based on the following claims.

Claim A: The counter of an edge that is added onto the funnel and removed later is
read as two.
Claim B: The counter of an edge that remains on the funnel is read as one.

The primary factor in the ATS time complexity is the maintenance of the funnel. Consider
the process of appending x onto V. ATS first starts scanning the edges of the lower chain V from
the tail. If there is a points vi (1didn) such that Rate(vi-1, vi)>Rate(vi, x), the scan stops. The edges
of the chain {vi,}, vn} have been scanned and removed and their associated counters increased
by one to two. The point x is then added to the tail of V. At this point, the readings of the two
associated counters on the chain {vi-1, vi, x} are two and zero. We can amortize the two counters
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so that each counter is reset to one, as shown in Figure 6(a) and (b). Thus, claims A and B hold.
If there is no such point, ATS starts scanning the edges of the upper chain U from the head.
Applying similar amortized analyses, we can prove that claims A and B also hold after the scan
stops, as shown in Figure 6(c) and (d). Therefore, after ATS completes the process of appending x
onto V, claims A and B hold. Similarly, we can prove that after ATS completes the process of
appending x' onto U, claims A and B also hold. When there is no more frame size information
available, ATS computes x'' in constant time and reconstructs the funnel, as shown in Figure 7.
We can prove that after ATS completes the reconstruction, claims A and B hold.
ATS iteratively considers F(i) and H(i) once for 0didN-1. Each time, ATS adds one edge
onto the funnel and may remove some edges. Since the number of transmission schedules
generated will be N, at the most, ATS reconstructs the funnel at most N times. Each time, ATS
adds two edges onto the funnel and may remove some edges. In total, ATS adds a maximum of
4*N edges onto the funnel. Thus, there is a maximum of 4*N associated counters and the
summation of all readings is smaller than 8*N. Therefore, the time complexity of ATS is O(N).

IV. Experiment Results
In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed online traffic smoothing
algorithm. The study focuses on network and client resources by measuring the peak rate and the
buffer occupancy. The peak rate of a smoothed video stream determines its worst-case bandwidth
requirement across the path from the video server to the client player. Hence, most traffic
smoothing algorithms attempt to minimize the peak rate to increase the likelihood that the video
server, network and client player have sufficient resources to handle the stream. Practically,
media data may get lost in the network. However, if the client player can detect the data lost
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early enough, it can request a retransmission. A transmission schedule with a high percentage of
client buffer occupancy usually implies that there is a high probability the client player will
detect the data lost early.
We simulated the transmission of several MPEG video clips [18]. Table 1 shows some
statistics of these clips. We compare the performance of ATS and SLWIN(1) (which consistently
outperforms SLWIN(W)). Figure 8 and 9 show the peak transmission rate and buffer occupancy
of the transmission schedules for transmitting Star Wars and News, respectively, when different
initial delays and client buffer sizes are used. To demonstrate the lower bound of the peak rate,
these figures also show the optimal offline schedules obtained by MVBA [1].

Table 1: Statistics of MPEG video clips. AVG is the average of frame sizes. STD is the standard deviation of frame
sizes.

Stream

A.

number of frames FPS GOP maximum frame size

AVG

STD
12902.73

Star Wars 40000

24

12

124816 bytes

9313.2

News

40000

24

12

189888 bytes

15357.67 19505.57

MTV

40000

24

12

251408 bytes

19780.5

21453.2

TALK

40000

24

12

132752 bytes

17915

18222.2

Initial Delay
Given a client buffer size (B), when the initial delay (D) is small, ATS is more likely to use

the aggressive workahead scheme to heuristically generate the transmission schedule in a
window. When the initial delay increases, the possibility also increases that ATS deterministically
generates the transmission schedule. As shown in Figure 8 and 9, the peak rates of the ATS
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transmission schedules are significantly smaller than SLWIN(1) when D is smaller than 30
frametimes. The aggressive workahead scheme reduces the suppression effect successfully. Since
there is not much data, the buffer occupancies are around 30% to 50%. However, SLWIN(1) uses
less than 20% of the client buffer. When D increases, the ATS transmission schedules may have
the same peak rates as SLWIN(1). The buffer occupancies of the ATS transmission schedules
keep increasing until to 80% or more and then slowly decreasing. They are consistently higher
than SLWIN(1) even D is relatively large. When D increases beyond a certain point, ATS always
deterministically generates the transmission schedule in every window. In such situation, ATS
generates the same transmission schedule as SLWIN(1) and MVBA.
When ATS works ahead on Star Wars, an interesting phenomenon occurs, as shown in
Figure 8(a) and (b). ATS dramatically reduces the peak rate to around 32 Kbytes per frametime
when D is 12 frametimes. However, when D increases to 32 frametimes, ATS does not further
reduce the peak rate. Analyzing Star Wars, we find there are two bursts. The second is slightly
burstier than the first. If D is smaller than 32 frametimes, ATS cannot smooth the first burst. It
therefore raises the peak rate. Since ATS aggressively works ahead and keeps less data in the
video server, it can smooth the second burst. If D is larger than 32 frametimes, ATS is able to
smooth the first burst. This time, however, ATS cannot smooth the second burst and therefore the
peak rate increases.
B.

Buffer Size
When the initial delay is small, enlarging the client buffer does not help SLWIN(1) reduce

the peak rate. The suppression effect eliminates the benefits from a larger buffer. As shown in
Figure 8 and 9, the peak rates of the SLWIN(1) transmission schedules further decrease only
when D is larger than 120 frametimes and 80 frametimes, respectively. On the other hand, the
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aggressive workahead scheme uses the buffer more efficiently. The peak rates of the ATS
transmission schedules are further reduced even D is small.

(a) 256K

(b) 512K

(c) 256K

(d) 512K
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Figure 8: Comparisons of algorithms under different initial delays. (Star Wars, B=256K and
512K).
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(b) 1024K
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Figure 9: Comparisons of algorithms under different initial delays. (News, B=512K and
1024K).
V.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present an efficient traffic smoothing algorithm ATS for live video

transmission. Unlike SLWIN(k), which computes the smallest bandwidth requirement for each
window independently, after ATS generates the transmission schedule for the current window, it
remembers useful computational results for the next window by the help of a funnel data
structure. The total time complexity of ATS is O(N). Note that O(N) is a trivial lower bound to
online smooth an N frame live video. To reduce the suppression effect caused by the lake of
future frame sizes, ATS heuristically uses the aggressive workahead scheme to generate the
transmission schedule. We have evaluated ATS by transmitting several benchmark video clips.
Experiment results show that ATS further reduces the peak bandwidth requirement and better
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utilizes the client buffer, especially for interactive applications in which the initial delay is small.
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Algorithm ATS
1

tu=-D, tv=-D, t=-D;

2

Proc smooth() {

3
4

step 1:
while (tu+1<tv) {

5

if (H(tu+1)<=F(t+D) {

6

tu=tu+1

7
8

L=append_on_u(tu, H(tu));
if (L>0) {return L}

9

} else {

10

goto step 3

11
12

}

13

step 2:

14

}

while (tv+1<=t+D) {

15
16

tv=tv+1
L=append_on_v (tv, F(tv))

17

if (L>0) {return L}

18

if (H(tu+1)<=F(t+D)) {

19
20

tu=tu+1
L=append_on_u(tu, H(tu))

21

if (L>0) {return L}

22

} else {

23
24

goto step 3
}

25

}

26

step 3:

27
28

while (tv+1<=t+D) {
tv=tv+1
18

29

L=append_on_v(tv, F(tv))

30
31

if (L>0) {return L}
}

32

step 4:

33

y2=G(t)+MAX(MIN(Rmax, Rheap), Rmin)

34
35

L=Generates (t, G(t))->(t+1, G(t)+y2))
reconstruct the funnel

36

return L

37

}

38 Proc Main(V, N) {
39
while (t<N) {
40

L=smooth()

41

t=t+L

42
43

}
}
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